CAPABILITY STATEMENT

drillmech.com.au

Austral Construction has engaged Drillmech
on multiple projects for the fabrication and
protective coating treatment of both temporary
and permanent works. The service offered has
been efficient, with quick turnaround times on
both the pricing up of works through to the
fabrication of supplied goods. The quality and
workmanship of fabricated items have been
well received.
Austral Construction
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ABOUT US
OUR STORY
Drillmech is a Western Australian owned and operated company, established
in 2008 to service WA’s ever-growing mining and civil construction sectors.
We started out in a small shed. From there, we expanded fast as a result of our
hard work in the field – growing from 5 to 50+ employees in a few short years.
We’re relied upon by well established mining corporations as the machinery
rebuild experts – proficient in plant and equipment maintenance, fabrication,
and parts exchange across Australian industry. Although we offer a range of
supporting services, rebuilds are our forte - and you won’t find a provider
better-equipped.
By forging quality relationships, sharing masterful expertise and dedicating
ourselves to project transparency, we’ve become the premier partner in heavy
maintenance for WA – but that’s not all. We’re also your partner in project
efficiency, procurement, steel fabrication and precision machining.

OUR PEOPLE
At Drillmech, we help our people build careers. We regularly welcome work
experience students into the workshop. They love working with us because they
get treated like adults and sneak a glimpse of what life might be like after school.
When it comes to apprentice programs, we’ve got something for everyone.
Out of school apprentices bring curiosity, enthusiasm and humour to the
workshop — which everyone appreciates. Adult apprentices are also part
of the team, bringing vast life and work experience.
Our welcoming, supportive work environment puts jitters to rest and allows
new team members to focus on what matters: learning to deliver impeccable,
efficient service to our clients.
Once we welcome and train people they tend to stick around! We’re proud to
say that six of our employees are now eligible for 10-year long service leave.
They are valued and respected — and given lots of opportunities to learn —
that’s why our team members see a future with Drillmech.

DRILLMECH IS YOUR PARTNER IN HEAVY MAINTENANCE.
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OUR TEAM
MARC BARTLETT
Director | Plant Mechanic Trade Certificate

Marc Bartlett has 20 years experience in the industry with a strong
focus on client relations, sales and workshop productivity.

JOHN MCALOON
Director

John’s focus area is on engineering and maintenance,
an area he has 47 years experience in.

DAVID GIBNEY
Manager | Diploma of Project Management,
Cert IV Mechanical Engineering (Computer Aided Drafting),
Bachelor of Business Administration in progress

Dave has been a part of our industry for over 20 years, and in that
time has worked primarily in business management and fabrication.

MITCH THORP
Workshop Manager | Automotive Electrical Technology
Trade Certificate

In his 15 years in the industry, Mitch has worked extensively in
workshop management, auto electrical and mechanical roles.

BRANDON MITCHELL
Foreman | Mechanical Engineering Trade Certificate –
Heavy Duty Diesel Mechanic

Brandon has 15 years experience in field service, full
rebuilds and machine and hydraulic diagnostic work.

BRAD MCALOON
Manager (MMS) | Trade Certificate in Mechanical Engineering –
Plant Mechanic

Brad has 15 years experience in the industry and his focus areas
are drilling, training, engineering and maintenance.
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OUR APPROACH

1
2

REBUILD TO SAVE
With in-house machining and specialist fabrication capabilities,
a Drillmech engagement allows for tailored and project-specific
procurement solutions. You’ll gain access to a talented team
of specialists who bring a wealth of combined knowledge in
key areas of heavy equipment rebuilds, maintenance, parts
provision and fabrication.

FULL LIFECYCLE, FULL TRANSPARENCY
Drillmech’s end-to-end service is delivered in partnership with
you, from project audit to completion. We provide regular costing
updates and strip-down reports so you’re across the project at all
times. With Drillmech, you gain a heavy maintenance partner with
complete transparency.

3

IN-HOUSE WHENEVER WE CAN

4

SAFETY FIRST

We’re big believers in doing everything ourselves – it makes for a
much faster turnaround. All project work is completed in our 7,200
square metre workshop, industry-leading service yard, sandblasting
chamber and paint workshop.

Drillmech is committed to best-practice OH&S. Our goal is to sustain
a safe and healthy working environment across the board, and we
continually measure our performance against OHS Management
System benchmarks.

OUR MISSION IS TO PARTNER WITH CLIENTS
TO PROVIDE INDUSTRY-LEADING PLANT AND
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE.
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OUR COMMUNITY
Drillmech is always keen to support local communities through sponsorships.
Every year we sponsor and support various clubs, associations and schools
in their uniquely important endeavours – see some of them below!
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WHAT WE DO
Drillmech offers end-to-end equipment maintenance services –
whether you need us to BUILD, RESTORE or PROVIDE.

BUILD
•

Fabrication

•

Machine shop

•

Sandblasting and
painting

RESTORE
•

Large equipment
rebuilds

•

Midlife rebuilds

•

Equipment servicing

•

Auto electrical

•

Line boring

PROVIDE
•

Labour hire

•

Sales

•

Service Exchange

BUILD

It all starts here. We’ll help you build what you need to grow
your business.
While we don’t build machinery from scratch, we can help with
most aspects of the build and rebuild process including fabrication,
machining, sandblasting and painting services. We offer these
services for most heavy equipment parts and components, as well as:
•
•
•

Structural steel
Platework
Diamond Drill rigs

•
•

Mining components
Work basket upgrades

Our state-of-the-art workshop is fully-equipped with eight overhead
cranes ranging from 3t-50t, a 24m long in-house sandblast chamber
and adjacent 300 sqm paint workshop. That boils down to a lightingfast turnaround – everything is done in-house, on-site
and on time.
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RESTORE

Need something rebuilt? Drillmech’s got you covered.
Restoring your equipment makes good business sense. Think
about it. A new loader could cost you around $1.8 million - but a
rebuild will reduce that by up to 50%. Our restoration team has
huge experience in restoring, repairing and servicing mining and civil
construction equipment, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Surface and underground
equipment
Underground trucks
Loaders
Charge-up machines
Graders

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engines
Transmissions
Final drives
Rotary and linear actuators
Bucket work
Large truck tubs

We can help you with everything from equipment servicing, autoelectrical work and air conditioner servicing to full equipment
rebuilds. Our in-house repair team stocks a fully-equipped fleet of
service vehicles for onsite repair across WA, including a mobile lineboring vehicle. Plus, when we complete a rebuild, we also provide a
commissioning service. We generally send a plant mechanic and an
auto electrician up to your site to ensure a smooth start for your
rebuilt machine.

PROVIDE

Just need parts and people? We’ve got you covered.
Drillmech provides Labour Hire services to mine sites throughout
Western Australia across the skill matrix, including plant mechanics,
boilermakers and auto-electricians.
Our labour team is available on a fly-in fly-out basis for remote mine
site work across the state, and are fully trained and accredited in
mining equipment repair and onsite line-boring.
Labour hire aside, we also sell a comprehensive range of off-theshelf parts and aftermarket components. We generally operate with
a 1-day turnaround for service exchange if delivering backup parts.
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OUR EXPERIENCE

PROJECT
EFFICIENCY

FULL REBUILD
TRANSPARENCY

END-TO-END
SERVICES

BUILD

STACKER REPLACEMENT
Drillmech was contracted by Austral Construction to assist in the stacker
replacement project at East Intercourse Island. Austral was working on this
project with a big-name mining client that was experiencing schedule volatility
due to their own shut down requirements and contractor delays. As such, they
were forced to request extremely tight deadlines, schedule changes and even
unscoped work at the last minute! Luckily, that was no problem for Drillmech.
Our solution was to reprogram the fabrication schedule and increase resource
availability to meet their onsite requirements. After the work was finished, an
Austral engineer noted that the quality of the fabrication and accuracy to design
was perfect, with no non-compliances recorded and no adjustments required.
Additionally, the team at Austral were thankful that Drillmech picked up on
design issues early in the engagement – which meant significant lost time and
remediation cost savings for their client!
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MT6020 REBUILD

RESTORE

Drillmech was invited to
tender for a prominent mining
business on a large-scale job
restoring a full fleet of Atlas
Copco MT6020’s. This fleet
was thoroughly worn out and
the trucks were approaching
the end of their first life. To
make sure we could keep cost
low for our client, we provided
a competitive estimate to
complete the rebuilds – and
in the end, we were awarded
four MT6020’s to rebuild
over 12 months.

By using our resourcefulness to source reasonably priced parts, we were able to
further limit the cost imposed upon the client. The job was done on time and on
budget, and the machines returned to site to provide outstanding reliability and
availability for a second life.

LINE BORING

PROVIDE

Drillmech was approached
by one of the world’s largest
hard rock underground mining
businesses to fulfill line boring
requirements on their larger
underground mining equipment.
The catch was, the client
needed the job done in their
own workshop to eliminate the
expansive cost of transporting
heavy equipment from their
site to ours.

Drillmech houses a fully-equipped line boring vehicle for this exact reason – it’s
easier for us to bring a line boring van to our clients than for our clients to bring
an oversized truck to us. Thanks to our cost savings, we’re now their preferred
line boring provider.
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Drillmech have been doing Barminco’s workshop
line boring on site for the past 3.5 years and
have always provided us with excellent customer
service. They are prompt and extremely reliable,
and they also make sure you’re completely
satisfied and that your jobs are completed in the
required timeframe to a high standard. We would
recommend this company highly.
Barminco
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OUR PROCESS
1

3

REACH OUT
You’ll reach out and
request that we run an
audit on a machine.

2

PROVIDING A QUOTE
We’ll sit down with you
to clarify the scope and
provide a final pre-work
estimate.

4
5

REPORTING
We provide you with a
strip-down report so
you know exactly what
condition the components
were in when we got them
and exactly what we’ve
done to restore them.

6
7

WARRANTY RESPONSE
After your two week
commissioning period,
we’ll leave you with a Fast
Warranty Response. Any
issues that arise will be
attended to on your site
within a business day.

AUDIT & SCOPE
We’ll look over your machine
and provide a scope of work.
The scope will be determined
by what you need from
your machine – plus what
we recommend for optimal
performance within your budget.

DOING THE JOB
We’ll start work on your machine,
capturing variance along the way.
You’ll always be in the know if
there’s going to be a change to
costing or a chance to save.

ONSITE COMMISSIONING
We join you onsite for two weeks
to commission the equipment
and stay on-hand to troubleshoot
anything that’s not working as
it should.

BY NOW YOUR PROJECT IS COMPLETE WE’LL SEE YOU FOR THE NEXT ONE!
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CONTACT US
Call
08 9459 9014
Email
admin@drillmech.com.au
Visit
32 Davison Street
Maddington WA 6109
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